Donate Your Used Vehicle to PeaceTrees

Donate stock is a great way to save on taxes and maximize your impact! #GivingTuesday

Donating stock is a great way to save on taxes and maximize your impact! #GivingTuesday, #StockMonday, #GivingTuesday, and Year-End Giving

The Mountains Sing

Join Dr. Nguyễn Phan Quế Mai for an in-person book signing at the Friends of Little Saigon creative community event, click here.

Reflecting on PeaceTrees' 26th Anniversary Event

On October 25th PeaceTrees welcomed guests from all over the world to honor 26 years of peace and partnership. We want to extend our most sincere gratitude to everyone who participated, and partnership. We want to extend our most sincere gratitude to everyone who participated, and our parents, community members, and volunteers.

Three of the EOD technicians receiving their IMAS Level 1 Certificates on November 5th

Ron's Note on Volunteer Memories

Ron's Note on Volunteer Memories

Heavy Rains Reveal Dangerous Bombs

Early November brought heavy rains to central Vietnam, unearthing several dangerous bombs. On November 8th, PeaceTrees teams were notified by the Quảng Trị Mine Action Center about two Confirmed Hazardous Areas (CHAs) in the same commune, while also providing Explosive Ordnance Risk Education (EORE) to students in the area.

The donation will be made at no extra cost to you, and you will be contributing to PeaceTrees Amazon to a charity of your choice. All you need to do is start your shopping at smile.amazon.com.

A PeaceTrees EOD technician providing a Quảng Bình resident with information about what to do if she encounters a suspected bomb or mine. PeaceTrees is deeply grateful for the continued commitment and dedication all our EOD technicians display on the job!

A PeaceTrees EOD team using bamboo poles to transport the heavy bomb weighing closer to 800 lbs., was deemed too dangerous to move so it was flagged and will be handled at a later date. The second bomb, a large bomb discovered in Huong Hoa District. PeaceTrees EOD technicians spent five challenging hours removing a 500 lb. bomb and transported it to be safely destroyed. The second bomb, a large bomb discovered in Huong Hoa District. PeaceTrees EOD technicians spent five challenging hours removing a 500 lb. bomb and transported it to be safely destroyed.

Donating stock is a great way to save on taxes and maximize your impact! #GivingTuesday

Americans can use the tax law to support the peace movement, whether through tax-deductible donations, supporting PeaceTrees through their workplace giving programs or by giving stock to PeaceTrees.

Community Events

In honor of America's service members and veterans, PeaceTrees is hosting the Mountains Sing launch event at Elliott Bay Bookstore and there will be copies of Quế Mai's The Mountains Sing available to purchase.

PeaceTrees is deeply grateful for the continued commitment and dedication all our EOD technicians display on the job!

The donation will be made at no extra cost to you, and you will be contributing to PeaceTrees Amazon to a charity of your choice. All you need to do is start your shopping at smile.amazon.com.

PeaceTrees hopes that everyone in the community had a wonderful and safe Thanksgiving! In the spirit of this holiday, we would like to share some messages of gratitude from friends and partners in Vietnam. Thank you for supporting PeaceTrees' lifesaving work!
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